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Legislative Committee Meeting Minutes 
Tuesday March 24, 2020 

10:30am – 12:00pm 
Dial-in Number: (712) 770-4856 

Access Code: 646645# 
T-Mobile/Metro PCS users call 206-451-6057, then the above number

A. Welcome/Call Meeting to Order – Todd R. & Paul S. 10:36am
1. Roll Call – John Lux

Paul Sirmons 
Todd Roobin 
John Lux 
Bonnie King 
Kelly Paige 
Christy Andreoni 
Ellen M. Schnur 
Susan Simms 
Niki Welge 
Michelle Hillery 
Gail Morgan 

Jeanne Corcoran 
Lindsey Sandrin 
Sheena Fowler 
Sandy Lighterman 
Tamara Jones 
Tyler Martinolich 
Jesse Brock 
Hillary Webber 
Larry Elkin 
Lisa Mills 
Sheri Taylor 

Maria Chavez 
Bill Williams 
Wendy Keeling 
John Cummings 
Courtney Deitch 
Earl Perque 
Dana Pelleran 
Slater Bayliss 
Sarah Suskey 

2. Media Guests, Recording & Mute Phones
John Lux asked if there were any media members on the call; there were none. John also reminded 
everyone the call was being recorded, if anyone needed to step away from the call please do not put the 
call on hold since most have hold music and he asked that everyone mute their phones when not 
speaking to avoid background noise. 

B. Agenda: Additions & Deletions – **MOTION TO APPROVE
Gail Morgan made a Motion to Approve the agenda. 
Jeanne Corcoran seconded the Motion. 
The Motion carried unanimously. 

C. Minutes Approval - **MOTION TO APPROVE
1. December 5, 2019*

Paul Sirmons made a Motion to Approve the minutes. 
Kelly Paige seconded the Motion. 
The Motion carried unanimously. 

D. 2020 Legislation Session Recap – Slater B. & Sarah S.
1. Targeted Rebate Program (SB 530 / HB 497)
2. Talent Agency Deregulation (SB 474 / HB 1193)
3. FFEAC (SB 1636 / HB 7039)

Slater Bayliss said he knows everyone’s life has been turned upside down due to the Coronavirus. He 
urged people to take precautions and keep families safe. Slater anticipates the budget that was passed 
during session will never be signed into law. He expects legislators to be back for a special session to 
revise the budget.  

Slater believes the legislative session was the most successful session he has been a part of for Film 
Florida. With Leadership in the House, everyone knew what an uphill battle it was to get a new program 
passed. Slater talked about the overall appetite for incentives. For things that Film Florida can control, it 
was a very effective session. Slater believes the two bill sponsors are going to be stars of their classes. 
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Not only did the legislature not want to fund incentives, they wanted to cut things, including the FFEAC 
and de-regulation of talent agents.  
 
Sarah Suskey said more than 1,700 policy bills were filed with less than 200 passed. Included in the 
policy bills that were passed included the FFEAC and de-regulating talent agents. Film Florida was very 
involved in both, ultimately getting both removed before passing the House and Senate.  
 
Sarah was complimentary of the letters that Film Florida collected to encourage the Senate to remove the 
FFEAC from the bill while also showing the House the need. While the House kept the FFEAC in the bill 
until the end, the letters showed the need for the FFEAC to be removed. The Senate ultimately amended 
the House version and the House accepted the changes.  
 
Slater Bayliss said the FFEAC discussion was a great opportunity to educate legislators and talk about 
the industry without being seen as “having our hand out.” Slater reiterated why it’s not status quo since 
the state is trying to reduce things and the FFEAC was 1 of 20+ that was involved in the bill. 
 
Niki Welge thanked Slater and Sarah for their efforts on behalf of the FFEAC.  
 
Slater Bayliss commented on the importance of Kelly Paige’s relationship with the Senate President’s 
family to help with the talent agents’ efforts. 
 
Sarah Suskey gave an overview of the behind the scenes strategy of the talent agents de-regulation 
situation throughout the legislative session. The situation could have ended up being a partial de-
regulation but Slater, Sarah and Kelly were able to convince the Senate to remove talent agents entirely. 
Kelly Paige thanked everyone for their efforts and support to ensure the most vulnerable in the industry. 
Sarah Suskey reiterated the importance of the relationships the organization had built and the 
thoughtfulness of the conversations. 
 

4. Tourist Development Tax (SB 334) 
 
John Lux talked about how the legislature, especially the House, looks to be opening up their philosophy 
of using tourism tax dollars. He asked if this was a trend and if so, how should Film Florida proceed 
knowing many local film offices fall under tourism offices and those tourism offices don’t support the 
expansion of tourism tax dollar uses.  
 
Sarah Suskey agreed that the legislature is broadening their desire for TDT usage. State legislators are 
looking at local funds to help supplement what the state is doing to help Florida’s environment. Sarah said 
as long as some counties have extra money or huge amounts of money the legislature will look at 
options.  
 
John Lux said this will be an ongoing discussion since it appears the topic isn’t going anywhere.  
 

E. OFE Legislative Update – Niki Welge 
 
Niki Welge said VISIT FLORIDA was extended to 2023 with $50 million in the budget, assuming there 
are no additional changes to the budget. SB 922 would have extended the QTI program was not passed 
so it died so there is no QTI program. It’s a brick and mortar and employment incentive that has been 
operational since Gov Scott’s administration. Niki said DEO manages the re-employment assistance and 
emergency bridge loan programs. Both are overrun with applications. All DEO staff are helping with the 
process. 
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Kelly Paige asked about increasing the amount available through unemployment since Florida has one 
of the lowest amounts. Niki Welge said she didn’t believe any increase is coming from the state but the 
belief is that there will be additional funds from the federal level.   
 

F. Future Strategy – Todd R., Paul S. & John L. 
1. 2020 Campaign Season 

John Lux said hypothetically, virus continues into summer, what does that do to campaigning and how 
we communicate with candidates? Sarah Suskey said campaign season is up in the air. The hope is that 
a “normal” campaign season can take place starting in June but if not, it will be a lot of virtual 
campaigning.  
 

2. Engaging New Leadership 
Sandy Lighterman asked with new leadership and the pandemic, will there be an opportunity advocate 
for a new rebate program or will that be off limits. Sarah Suskey said this is what the state has $4 billion 
in reserves. There’s talk about re-doing the budget before it goes into effect in July. It’s hard to say the 
overall impact because people don’t know how long this will last.  
 
Sandy Lighterman asked how the legislature is going to think about all incentives. Sarah Suskey said 
there is a chance an economic development bill might come out to help jump start the economy in Florida 
but it’s too early to predict.  
 
Michelle Hillery talked about utilizing the power of film and television production to help Florida’s 
economy. 
 

3. Floridians for Film and Tech Production PAC 
John Lux reminded everyone about Kelly Paige’s Political Action Committee. While Film Florida is 
associated with groups that have PAC’s, this is one that is dedicated to the industry. It is not affiliated with 
Film Florida but it is important to the mutual goals of everyone.  
 
Sarah Suskey said it takes money to run a campaign and you have to win to get to Tallahassee so 
campaign contributions are very important. It’s helpful when a group helps a candidate, and those 
candidates remember those that contribute. In order to have meaningful conversations with leadership, it 
helps to bring a contribution. Sarah encourages people to consider contributing. Sarah talked about Rep 
Chris Sprowls being the new Speaker of the House and Senator Wilton Simpson will be the Senate 
President. Individual members can accept up to $1,000 but PACs can accept unlimited amounts. It is 
believed that Jay Trumbull will be the House Appropriations Chair while Kelli Stargel will be the Senate 
Appropriations Chair. Kelly Paige’s PAC is one that allows our industry to have a more prominent seat at 
the table of Florida politics, but it takes donations to make that happen. 
 

4. Future Op-Ed’s 
John Lux talked about the op-ed from American’s for Prosperity that was misinformed and inaccurate. 
Paul Sirmons wrote a rebuttal op-ed that was very well received. John is proposing Film Florida writing 4 
or 5 op-eds, Film Florida to write on behalf of different industry professionals. These would be sent to 
various publications- 1 in November, 1 in December, 1 in January and 1 in February to manufacturer 
positive media coverage. 
 

5. What Should We Do Differently? 
John Lux asked if the strategy needs any changes. John said it would be easy to chalk up the lack of 
rebate program based solely on the last 4 years of House Leadership. John asked Sarah and Slater to 
evaluate if changes should be made in the approach.  
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Sarah Suskey said it is an evolving conversation especially giving the current situation. Paul Sirmons 
said it’s important to react but also be proactive in our strategy. 

 
G. Open Comments  

Bonnie King asked if it was legal for Film Florida to contribute to a PAC. John Lux said per IRS 
guideline and the Film Florida by-laws Film Florida could contribute to the PAC. However, it would be very 
bad optics for local film commissions which could lead to negative repercussions so Film Florida needs to 
be creative in helping the PAC.  
 

H. Adjournment – 11:57am 
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